
TURKEE TRASH TAWK
Welp, here we are for another Thanksgiving at
the Wheelhouse. And thankful you all are hear
with us. This will be a pretty abbreviated trash
because there are only three games on the docket
for today. First up, as always, is the
traditional game from Detroit. This year the
Kitties host Da Bears. We are at halftime as I
write. I actually thought the Bears might have a
chance at the upset, but Stafford just threw a
late TD to Megatron and the Lions are up 24-14,
and the Bears just don’t seem like they are
clicking on either side of the ball, but
especially on defense. Expect more of the same
in the second half.

Next up is the Eagles at Jerryworld and the
Cowboys. This has the makings of an excellent
game. Both teams come in at 8-3 and seem to have
withstood midseason uncertainty. My inclination
is to take the ‘Boys here. But Philly can wear
out defenses, and Dallas is good, but not deep.
If Sanchez doesn’t make a bunch of mistakes, I
think the Eagles can pull it off. The night game
is another division slugfest, this time in the
NFC west. Squawks at Niners. Both teams are 7-4
going in, but the loser is in some trouble for
the post season. Seattle dominated Arizona in
Seattle last week, but they are a different team
on the road, and this game is in the Big
Bluejeans Stadium. No idea who wins this,
strikes me as a tossup.

We will have a special guest trasher on Saturday
for the weekend’s festivities, but there are a
couple of interesting college games tonight and
tomorrow. Tonight is TCU at Texas. Probably will
be a TCU blowout, but I would love to see the
Longwhorens pull the upset. Tomorrow the action
is in the Pac-12. Stanford is at UCLA. Always a
tough game, and the Tree could really monkey
wrench things with an upset. I don’t think so,
I’ll take the Bruins.

And last, but certainly not least, is THE BIG
GAME. For the Territorial Cup. Arizona State at
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the hated Arizona. Calling this a rivalry is
wholly insufficient. The schools, and teams,
loath each other with a passion. And this is the
first time in many, many years that both teams
enter the game so highly ranked and with big
bowl aspirations in play. I highly urge you to
tune into this, the game rarely disappoints.
Much as I hate to say it, the game is in Tucson
this year, and for that reason I give the edge
to Rich Rod and the Cats. The Devils rebounded
from their soul crushing road loss at Oregon
State to get back on track, mostly in the second
half, against Washington State last weekend. Can
they keep it up and pull off a win in the Old
Pueblo? We shall see!

Have a great Thanksgiving, enjoy your friends,
family and food. See you in comments!


